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Yellow Human
Human   Tue 16 Mar1

What do I choose to do in 
the next 13 days that will help 
me to put my attention on 
what truly matters to me?

Skywalker   GAP   Wed 17 Mar2
In which ways has it been 
difficult for me to explore 
other possibilities in order 
to “empty my backpack”?

Wizard   Thu 18 Mar3
What can I do to feel more 
confident and activate 
magic in my life so I can be 
of service to others?

Eagle   Fri 19 Mar4

Warrior   GAP   Sat 20 Mar5
Which goals can I set that 
will help me to empower 
myself and be fearless to 
move forward in my path?

Earth   Sun 21 Mar6
What helps me to stay 
grounded and present so 
that I can restore my natural 
rhythm and feel balanced?

Mirror   Mon 22 Mar7
In which ways am I using 
my free will to discern what 
is good for me and resonate 
with all that is?

Storm   Tue 23 Mar8
How can I use the storms 
in my life to integrate all of 
my experiences in order to 
transform and grow?

Sun   Wed 24 Mar9
Which activities help me 
to reconnect with my inner 
light as I gain clarity with 
what I want to achieve?

Seed   Sun 28 Mar13
As I give closure to this 
Wavespell, what is my most 
important intention for me 
in order to blossom?

Night   Sat 27 Mar12
How can I share with others 
my wisdom in ways that feels 
abundant to all and I also 
receive reciprocity in return?

Wind   Fri 26 Mar11
What am I ready to release 
and let go of in order to 
restore my freedom and 
always speak my truth?

Dragon   Thu 25 Mar10
What do I want to manifest 
that feels nurturing to me 
on all levels as I give birth to 
new things? 

Choosing
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How can I see things from 
different perspectives in 
order to shape my projects 
with an expansive vision?

https://mayankin.com/
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